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Chamber viewpoint

Visions for a better Britain

BUSINESS people across the UK are
preparing for the opportunities and
obstacles that 2015 will bring.
For many businesses, both small and
large, one of the greatest sources of
challenge and uncertainty in 2015 isn’t
the state of global markets, but homegrown UK politics.
The general election that you are now
preparing to fight isn’t just the most
wide-open contest in decades. It is
also generating huge nervousness
among British businesses, as politicians
race between television studios
and events to undercut their rivals’
policy pronouncements, to proclaim
themselves most “in touch” with the
needs of the people, or to jump on the
latest media bandwagon.
As the leaders of the UK’s largest
political parties, we call on you to
act responsibly in the forthcoming
campaign, putting the UK’s long-term
success over tawdry political tactics
and point-scoring.
It is the national interest, not your
party’s electoral interest, which is of
greatest importance to businesses and
individuals alike.
You must focus on the causes, not
the symptoms, of the challenges that
face our United Kingdom – a focus
that has been sorely lacking in political
discourse in recent months.
We want to hear your respective
visions for a better Britain – a Britain
that is a great place for business, for
aspiration, for opportunity, and for
a generation that fears being shut
out of the prosperity enjoyed by its
predecessors.
We want to hear what you will do
to create the conditions for a Britain
where companies say yes to long-

deferred investment plans, say yes to
taking risks in new export markets, say
yes to training and keep saying yes to
taking on new recruits, both young
and old alike.
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Director-general of the British
Chambers of Commerce
John Longworth has sent the
following letter to the leaders
of all the main UK political
parties

We want a UK with more devolved
decision-making, but without artificial
new barriers to business and trade.
We want public spending based on
prudence and long-term stability, not
short-term giveaways and gimmicks.
We want to know what you will do to
radically rethink business taxation, to
remove distortions in competition and
to deliver equitable treatment for all
businesses, whatever their ownership.
We want taxes based on success,
not drag-anchors on risk-taking,
investment or the creation of jobs. A
drive on reducing the crushing input
taxes that dim businesses’ ambitions
before they turn over a single pound,
and maintaining corporation tax at
20pc, would be a sound beginning –
with more radical moves to shift the
basis of taxation toward distributed
profits made later.

John Longworth
Director General
British Chambers of Commerce

We want to know what you will do
to work with business to bridge the
yawning gulf between the world of
education and the world of work, to
improve both the career prospects
of our young people and the skills
available to worried firms who are
unsure where their future talent will
come from.
We want to know what you would do
differently to boost the UK’s global
trade performance, by empowering
and supporting companies brave
enough to sell products and services
across the world. A better Britain
in 2015 is a nation that trades more
confidently, recapturing some of the
mercantile spirit of our past.
Most of all, the General Election
campaign must maintain a relentless
focus on policies that deliver
prosperity.
As businesspeople and voters, we will
judge you – the leaders of our political
class – on what you help us to achieve.

Read the political
parties’ response to
John’s letter here bit.ly/1D3KXuv

John Longworth
Director General
British Chambers of Commerce
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Premier
Partners

Want to learn more?

Contact Liam Smyth, Membership Director
T 01224 343920
E liam.smyth@agcc.co.uk
4

We thank our Premier Partners
for their continued support of
the Chamber.
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“This development would
future-proof Aberdeen
Harbour”

The hub of the
question
LATER this year, the Airports Commission is expected
to present its recommendations to the Government
on how to provide the additional capacity to ensure
that the UK remains Europe’s most important
aviation hub.
The commission is evaluating how any need for additional
capacity should be met in the short, medium and long term
in the south-east of England.
In its interim report 15 months ago, it identified a need for
one additional runway in London and the south-east and
shortlisted three proposals for detailed appraisal and public
consultation.
These were one from Gatwick for a new runway and
proposals from Heathrow for both an additional runway and
the extension of an existing runway enabling it to operate as
two separate runways.

“The most important thing is to
ensure the increased capacity”
James Bream,
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of
Commerce

Airport Commission
timeline
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Colin Parker,
page 12

December 17, 2013
Airport Commission
publishes interim report
stating there is a need for
an additional runway to
be in operation by 2030
November 11, 2014
Airport Commission
publishes consultation on
shortlisted options for a
new runway or expansion
December 18, 2014
The Chamber endorses
the Heathrow expansion
as their favoured option
February 4, 2015
Airport Commission
consultation on
shortlisted options for a
new runway closes
Next steps?
Recommendation to
the Government from
the Airport Commission
likely to be published
in summer 2015. New
runway or expansion due
to be finished by 2030.

The public consultation closed last month and among the
submissions now being examined is one from Aberdeen &
Grampian Chamber of Commerce which, before taking a
view, welcomed representatives from both Heathrow and
Gatwick to explain their plans and to answer questions.
James Bream, the Chamber's research and policy director,
said that although members had now endorsed Heathrow
as their favoured option, the focus of the Chamber remained
firmly on making the case for the Aberdeen and Grampian
region to gain secured access to landing slots at whichever
airport is selected as the final option.
He explained that the Chamber's transport members believe
that Heathrow's existing status as the UK's hub airport
means it already has good access to key locations and
expansion would allow further destinations to be added.
They believed that transitioning to another airport would
add additional cost and inconvenience for passengers and
they were not convinced that surface access improvements
would be delivered if a "two-hub" solution was selected.
"We feel Heathrow is less risky and it also has routes into
the alpha cities - the global cities which might be harder to
attract to Gatwick. 
7
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The hub of
the question

 “However the most important thing
is to ensure the increased capacity. If
we had a choice it would be Heathrow
but if it is Gatwick we would accept
that and get on with it."
He said that because it was probable
that flights to international destinations
could be filled by travellers from
London and the surrounding area,
it was vital that regional airports like
Aberdeen secured guaranteed slots
and he was very cautious about
accepting the promises which the
airports made in discussions.

"All of a sudden we were in a
completely different position.
"That is one of the things which the
National Connectivity Task Force is
looking at.
“The taskforce is developing proposals
for how regional air links to London and
the major airports serving London, can
be improved.

“This is bigger than
politics”

“The commission is independent and
should therefore be independent of
politics.

James Bream,
Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce

“The Government does not have to
take its recommendations on board but
hopefully, because it is independent,
they will be inclined to.

"At the moment, Aberdeen routes
are profitable but there is always the
risk that sending a big plane on an
international flight with three times the
number of passengers might be more
profitable than the 6pm Aberdeen
flight.
“That's why we need guaranteed
landing slots.
"Aberdeen is a competitive market,
has competitive routes and we are
successful but things can change quite
rapidly.
“We met with the Department of
Transport last year to discuss the
possibility of them looking into
guaranteeing access.

8

taken over by Flybe - and then Virgin
announced it was axing its Little Red
flights to Heathrow.

"No matter who is in government after
the general election, we will be urging
them to take on the findings of the
commission and implement them because this is bigger than politics."
He called for the rapid devolution of
Air Passenger Duty to the Scottish
Government which has pledged to
reduce and eventually scrap it.
It is the highest air passenger tax in the
world and a report in 2012 said it was
costing Scotland more than two million
passengers per annum and warned
that by 2016 it would cost the Scottish
economy up to £210million in lost
tourism spend per annum.

"Their response was that we had
nothing to worry about. We had BA
and Virgin going into Heathrow and
we had BA going into London City and
everything was good.

James Bream said: "APD will be
devolved to Scotland and that will
be beneficial to the traveller from
Aberdeen who has no choice but to
get a flight via London or other hub
airports to global destinations.

"Less than a month after that, BA
announced it was stopping the London
City airport service - although it was

“It is part of the devolution package but
we would welcome it being brought
forward - and the quicker the better."

National
Connectivity
Task Force
The 15-strong National
Connectivity Task Force was
established to examine the
current and future requirements
for improved connectivity
between the UK’s regions and
the major hub or gateway
airports which were short-listed
by the Airports Commission.
It is made up of international
and UK experts from academia,
the aviation industry and the
UK's nations and regions. They
include Derick Murray, director
of NESTRANS, who is described
as "a very active member of the
taskforce who has provided lots
of great insight and information".
It is chaired by Lord John Shipley,
a former Newcastle City Council
leader.
It will set out proposals optimised
for local, regional and national
economies across the UK aimed
at ensuring a globally competitive
airport system is accessible to all
parts of the UK ensuring regions
are not dependent on hub
airports outside the UK for global
connectivity.
A full version of its report will be
made public this month.
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News
Principal named as Energetica champion
PROFESSOR Ferdinand von Prondzynski, principal of Aberdeen’s Robert
Gordon University, has been named as the ACSEF Energetica Champion and
the new chair of the Energetica Steering Group.
He takes over from Professor Stephen Logan, vice- principal of the University
of Aberdeen, who stepped down after five years in the role.
Professor von Prondzynski has been principal and vice-principal of RGU
since 2011 and has been active in leading projects on urban development in
Aberdeen and economic development in the North-east of Scotland.
He is a board member of ACSEF (Aberdeen City and Shire Economic Future),
which promotes Energetica as a key priority for the region. He is also a
member of Aberdeen City Council’s City Centre Regeneration Board.
Ferdinand von Prondzynski
Principal of Aberdeen's Robert Gordon
University

Energetica is being developed as a world-class development corridor between
Aberdeen and Peterhead, offering investment and growth opportunities for
energy, engineering and technology organisations of all sizes.
Professor von Prondzynski said: “As a member of the ACSEF Board I am aware
of the significance of Energetica and its potential to be a magnet for economic
growth here in the North-east. I welcome the opportunity to take a greater role
in driving the programme forward.

Culzean contract for
Ramboll

ITB raises Angolan
competency

Working at Optimus
strength

MAERSK Oil UK has awarded
Ramboll Oil & Gas the detailed
design for the two jackets for
a central processing facility
platform and a separate utilities
and living quarter platform for the
Culzean field offshore Aberdeen.

ITB Competence Assurance has
taken North Sea expertise and
safety standards to Angola.

OPTIMUS Seventh Generation,
an Aberdeen-headquartered
behavioural change consultancy,
had a record-breaking training
year in 2014, including successful
completion of a new programme
for one of the world's top
petrochemical companies.

The projects have been
awarded following Ramboll's
successful completion of the
Culzean wellhead jacket detailed
design late 2014, which marked
Ramboll's first major involvement
in Maersk Oil's Culzean field.
Ramboll entered the UK oil and
gas market mid 2014 with the
acquisition of an Aberdeenbased engineering company,
following Ramboll's ambitious
strategy towards growth and
internationalisation.
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The competency specialist has
delivered a training course in the
southern African country which
used policies and procedures
refined in the North Sea.
The North-east company is an
OPITO-approved competency
services provider and works in
partnership with a number of
oil and gas clients at home and
overseas, providing tailored
services to match individual
requirements.
Michelle Edwards, a trainer with
the Aberdeen firm, travelled
to a training facility in Cabinda,
Angola, to carry out assessor
training to OPITO standards for
seven delegates, which will help
the client towards its goal of
gaining OPITO approval.

In 2014, 5,300 delegates across 15
projects in 13 countries attended
an Optimus Seventh Generation
training workshop, resulting
in a growing demand for the
company’s products and services
from a range of industries.
The company also launched
and completed the first
of its new Induction Plus™
programmes, successfully rolling
out the training for SABIC UK
Petrochemicals, a world leader in
the petrochemical industry.

WHY DON'T WE TAKE THE
BUS?
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Read more on page 18

Metro Ecosse opens in the city
EDINBURGH-BASED event production and broadcast
company, Metro Ecosse, has opened a new office in
Aberdeen as it seeks to expand into the North-east market.
Metro Ecosse, which is a fully owned subsidiary of WPP
Group Plc, is one of the UK’s top creative events and
production services companies and produces and supports
conferences, AGMs, award ceremonies exhibitions and
roadshows.
Recent project work with local energy companies including
Forum Technologies, SPX and OPITO has underpinned the
company’s decision to open its new city centre office, with
more work scheduled for 2015.
Metro Ecosse also includes RBS, NHS Health Scotland,
Scottish Power, Accenture, Experian and Allergan among
its nationwide clients, serviced through its Edinburgh and
Glasgow bases.
Head of projects, Aberdeen, Ross Mackie, said: “We
believe that today companies have high expectations of
communications and event solutions and will be looking to
stand out from the crowd.
“We feel we can help by offering bespoke and eye-catching
displays, animations and corporate videos."

Ross Mackie
Head of projects, Aberdeen for Metro Ecosse

—
R Davidson means business in Banchory
R DAVIDSON, which is one of the North-east’s longest
established home improvement contractors, has relocated to
the new Banchory Business Centre 2, occupying the ground
floor of the energy efficient office building.
The 2,500 sq ft open-plan office space is part of the second
phase of the Hill of Banchory Business Park, located to the
east of the Deeside town, and will accommodate the firm’s
growing workforce of 85 employees and 16 apprentices.

—
Record tonnage for Montrose harbour
THE annual tonnage of shipping visiting Montrose has
exceeded two million tonnes for the first time.
Shipping tonnage totalled 2.08million tonnes in 2014,
compared with 1.7million tonnes in 2013.
The increase in tonnage reflects the broad spectrum of
operators using the port including the oil and gas sector, as
well as commercial vessels with cargoes such as pulp, scrap
metal, fertiliser, grain and timber.
John Paterson, chief executive of Montrose Port Authority,
said: “This reinforces Montrose’s position as a leading service
base for the energy sector, as well as an important import
and export hub for a variety of cargoes.
“These figures come on the back of recent major investment
by the port authority in upgrading our infrastructure.
“The most recent investment involved a £6m upgrade of
berths six and seven on the north side of the port to ensure
deep water berthing and enhanced quayside operational
working space."
11
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"This development
would future-proof
Aberdeen Harbour"
Colin Parker

Harbour Board chief executive
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“I have a lot of sympathy for
the views expressed”
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Scottish Labour's
Jim Murphy,
page 28

Work sails
on at Nigg
WORK could start in less than two years on the
£320million development of Nigg Bay to meet the
growing demand for facilities at Aberdeen Harbour.
Plans were unveiled publicly in 2012, two years after
discussions started, for the transformational scheme to
enhance the facilities for existing users and to cater for
the larger vessels associated with the growing subsea,
decommissioning and cruise ship markets.
The development has the potential to increase Aberdeen
and Scotland's port-related economy by around £1billion
per year according to a report commissioned by Scottish
Enterprise.

Development
has the
potential
to increase
Aberdeen and
Scotland's
port-related
economy by
around

£1billion

The same report warned that, because of increased
competition from overseas, failure to expand the harbour
would lead to a decrease of £500million per annum to the
Scottish economy by 2034.
Aberdeen Harbour is Britain's oldest existing business and
has been vital to the city's economy since it was founded
in 1136. It is believed that even before then the Romans may
have used it to supply soldiers in the area.
Today it is a world class port which every year handles
around 8,000 vessel arrivals and almost five million tonnes of
cargo.
It links Aberdeen with more than 45 countries and
contributes upwards of £1.5billion to the economy annually,
supporting more than 12,000 full time equivalent jobs.
The Nigg Bay development is one of only 14 projects
deemed as having national significance in the Scottish
Government’s National Planning Framework 3, which sets
out its ambition for Scotland to become a successful,
sustainable, low carbon, natural, resilient and connected
place.
Nigg Bay would provide an additional 1,700 metres of quay,
a minimum draft of 9.1metres, a wide entrance and turning
circle and a laydown area of more than 125,000m². It would
also have heavy lift capabilities and fully serviced berths.
Harbour Board chief executive Colin Parker said: "We have
been operating at or near capacity for several years now,
which is why you sometimes see upwards of 30 vessels
sitting out in the anchorage. 
13
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Work sails
on at Nigg
 “There is also a trend for larger
vessels and we have to ensure that
we can accommodate those to fully
embrace future opportunities."
"This development would future-proof
Aberdeen Harbour, allowing the growth
of a whole range of new industries,
not just those associated with oil and
gas. It would allow us to accommodate
offshore renewables activity, to
handle a larger combined freight and
passenger ferry to the Northern Isles
should this be required, and will enable
us to berth much larger cruise ships
than the relatively small ones we can
currently handle.
"Many other ports in Scotland such
as Leith, Cromarty Firth, Orkney and
Lerwick all have significant numbers of
cruise ship visits and Northern Europe
is very popular just now because it is
deemed to be safe.
“With our many local attractions such
as Royal Deeside, castles, distilleries
and golf courses – Trump International
at Balmedie already attracts significant
interest with those planning cruise
programmes - I think we have a lot to
offer in Aberdeen city and shire."
"We have strong support from our
customer base for the Nigg Bay
development and we are carrying
on with our feasibility studies. The
environmental impact assessment
will be completed later this year and

Proposed plans
for Nigg Bay
14

we continue with the development
framework, which we are carrying out
for the greater Nigg Bay, East Tullos
and Altens area, in conjunction with
Aberdeen City Council and Scottish
Enterprise.
“One of the aims of the framework is to
examine how to improve connectivity
with East Tullos and Altens thereby
providing a level of regeneration for
these areas.
"Throughout all of this we continue to
refine our business case, seek sources
of funding and advance the planning
approval processes."
Subject to board approval Aberdeen
Harbour could be inviting tenders
during 2016, and, if the appropriate
consents are obtained, construction
could commence in early 2017.
The two large breakwaters for the
new harbour would be built first
to create a sheltered environment
and construction would continue
westwards towards the shore. The
first operational quayside could be
completed by 2019 and the project fully
completed by 2020-21.

"We have been
operating at or near
capacity for several
years now, which is
why you sometimes
see upwards of 30
vessels sitting out in
the anchorage."
Colin Parker
Harbour Board chief
executive
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Business
Bites
Should our focus
be wider than just
oil and gas?
by Tony Mackay

I AM writing this article in February, so
do not know what the level of world
oil prices will be when you read this.
The price of Brent crude fell by more than
half during the last few months of 2014 and
was trading at around $55 per barrel as I
wrote this.

Tony Mackay is an oil
consultant and economics
expert at Inverness-based
Mackay Consultants

There have been a lot of doom and gloom
pronouncements, most of which have been
exaggerated but there can be little doubt
that a period of low oil prices will have a
serious adverse impact on the Aberdeen
and Grampian economy.

Enhanced borrowing powers
promote infrastructure
spending and unlock projects
The oil and gas industry is by far the most
important in the region.
Other industries continue to be very
important, including agriculture, fishing,
food processing and financial services.
The public sector also is still the largest
employer but the local economy is
dominated by the oil and gas industry.
The North Sea is a mature province and UK
production has declined substantially over
the last decade.

This is the
first in a series
of monthly
columns by
Tony looking
at challenges
for North-east
business
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There has been a short term boom recently
because high oil prices over $100 enabled
new field developments, notably in the high
cost West of Shetland area.
That boom would have come to an end in
2016 or 2017 regardless of what happened
to oil prices.

The oil and gas industry in the North-east
therefore faced a renewed decline in activity
and employment.
That has been less to date than I and many
other people expected because of the
great successes of many local companies
in export markets worldwide, which have
compensated to a large extent for the
contraction in the domestic North Sea
market.
The export successes have surprised me
because I thought that the high labour and
other costs in the Grampian region would
have been significant deterrents.
That has fortunately not been the case.
However, the collapse in oil prices will have
similar impacts worldwide as in the North
Sea.
The obvious implication therefore is a
substantial reduction in oil–related export
activity in addition to the decline in the
domestic market.
There will not be a sudden and dramatic
collapse, as followed the closure of the
Ravenscraig steel mill, for example.
Nevertheless, there could be the loss of over
10,000 local jobs over the next few years.
There will need to be a major effort by
the Scottish Government, Aberdeen City
Council, Aberdeenshire Council and other
bodies to compensate for that.
The main focus to date has been on tax
changes but I think they will have only a
small impact.
The emphasis in my opinion should be on
supporting developments in industries
other than oil and gas.

Plans in place for Peterhead port
PETERHEAD Port Authority achieved a record tonnage of commercial shipping in
2014.
Last year saw the port top 12,000,000 gross tonnes of shipping, up 20% on the
previous best, set in 2013.

NEWS | MARCH 2015

Member
News

The main growth has been in the number of port calls by larger vessels associated
with the subsea construction sector and increasing numbers of port calls by
platform supply vessels.
The port also set a record for the highest value of fish handled - £171million,
retaining its position as the top fishing port, with £88million of this representing
white fish species such as cod and haddock.
Mackerel remained the most important species with landings of 85,000 tonnes
valued at £64million.
Plans are being progressed for a £47million investment in Peterhead Port to
ensure it remains at the forefront of the fishing industry and to enhance and
diversify the range of berths for commercial vessels.
Proposals drawn up by Peterhead Port Authority will develop the harbour into a
fully integrated, state-of-the-art fishing hub by 2016.

17
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PROGRESS ON ABERDEEN
WESTERN PERIPHERAL
ROUTE
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Why don't we
take the bus?
A REPORT will be published later
this month which could pave the
way to more people in the Northeast of Scotland switching from
their cars to buses.
While surveys have shown that the
satisfaction levels of those who already
use buses in Aberdeen city and shire are
generally higher than those elsewhere in
Scotland, the numbers boarding buses is far
less than might be achieved.
Emma Smalley, Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce research team
leader, said the research has been driven
by findings from work carried out for
North East Business Week last year on
"Connectivity Driving Growth".
It revealed how more than one out of three
senior business leaders surveyed had
experienced their commuting journey time
increase over the preceding two years with
the average commute taking 27 minutes.
"Most cited either a lack of flexibility (42%),
routes not fitting their journey (41%) or
timetabling issues (34%) as reasons for not
using public transport," said Emma.
"It is only by analysing these results that
we can address the current congestion
problems.
"Our partners for the work are Nestrans and
First Group who both carry out customer
satisfaction surveys for bus passengers so
they will feed some of that information into
us but we will not be duplicating what they
do.
“This is specifically about identifying what
the real and perceived barriers are to bus
travel and making recommendations about
how these can be removed or overcome.
"There can be many potential barriers such
as price or a lack of information - people
don't know where to go to find a timetable
or don't know how to find a suitable route.
"Our research to identify these barriers, or
perceived barriers, will initially involve an

online survey which is being distributed to
workforces across Aberdeen city and shire
by a large number of company transport
coordinators who are assisting.
"We will then interview several focus groups
to dig deeper into what has emerged from
the online survey.
“We are looking to complete our research
towards the end of this month, or the
beginning of April."
Kirsty Chalmers, transport executive for
Nestrans, said that their 2015 bus passenger
survey would be running almost in parallel
with the Chamber study to which they were
contributing funding.
However she said that their 2014 survey had
shown continuing high levels of satisfaction
amongst bus users in both Aberdeen
city and shire. They both also compared
well against satisfaction levels across the
country.
A spokesperson for First Group said:
"Traffic congestion and local air pollution
are significant issues for Aberdeen, and we
believe that local bus services are part of
the solution.

42%
Lack of
flexibility

41%

Routes not
fitting their
journey

34%

Timetabling
issues

“By working with the Chamber, we hope
to understand from businesses and
commuters what their impressions of
bus services are, and how they could be
improved.
“Businesses in Aberdeen are faced with
increasing pressure to provide parking for
their employees, but this is unsustainable.
“We want to use this study to see how we
can help resolve these transport issues.
"Our strategy is to encourage more
customers to leave the car at home
and take the bus to work and for leisure
journeys.
“We're hopeful that this study will help to
dispel some of the myths about bus travel,
as well as giving us useful feedback to
improve our services for new and existing
customers."
19
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CHAP focuses on growth
CHAP Group has reported pre-tax profits of more than £1.3million from
an operating profit of £1.53million for the year up to September 30, 2014,
representing a significant increase on the previous 12 months.
The Westhill-based group operates divisions in the construction, commercial
property, house building, civil engineering and quarrying sectors.
Earlier this month, CHAP announced a new £20million banking facility had
been secured with Santander to support its focus on securing development
opportunities and land acquisitions for residential and commercial projects core to
its business plan.
The positive results, on a turnover of £37.43million, have been attributed to
demand across all areas of the group as well as a streamlined business model.
Douglas Thomson
CHAP Group joint managing director

Douglas Thomson, CHAP Group joint managing director, said: "During the 2013-14
financial year we made significant improvements to the business by introducing
a new group structure, with four separate trading divisions combined under the
CHAP Group umbrella.
“This simplified structure has increased efficiency of the reporting and
administrative process, in turn enhancing profitability.
“There has also been targeted investment in improving IT infrastructure and in
commercial reporting systems, in line with those business objectives.”

—
Top mentoring award
JEANETTE Forbes, CEO of the PCL Group, has been recognised as the country’s
best female mentor in the national Mentorsme Excellence in Woman's Enterprise
Mentoring 2014 Awards.
Jeanette picked up the Best Mentor Award for her work with the Scottish
Chambers of Commerce Business Mentoring Partnership at a ceremony in
London which recognised the contribution of more than 100 female entrepreneurs
across the UK who are involved in mentoring programmes.

Jeanette Forbes and Lord
Provost George Adam

PCL Group provides a full range of IT, telecoms and computer services to the
offshore, marine, commercial and industrial sectors and Jeanette has been at the
forefront of promoting and encouraging opportunities for women in the energy
sector for a number of years. She has been a member of the Chamber’s business
mentoring partnership for several years, providing one-to-one mentoring for
women across a number of business sectors.
Jeanette, who was nominated for the award by one of the women she mentors,
said: “Business mentoring is about putting something back.
“In 2002, I obtained my own business mentor. Without him I would not be in
business today.
“He makes me think outside the box and in a world which is rapidly changing
economically we sometimes need someone with a different perspective to put us
back on track and continue on our journey.”

—
Profits up at Ashtead
ASHTEAD Technology has announced a 23% rise in turnover and almost 40%
increase in profits for the year ended April 2014.
The subsea technology company, which specialises in the sale and rental of
subsea equipment and associated services, has seen turnover increase from
£22.2million in 2013 to £27.4million.
Operating profits increased by almost 40% to £13.6milion from £9.7million in 2013.
The company now employs 95 people in Aberdeen, London, Houston and
Singapore with agents in Abu Dhabi, Perth (Australia) and Stavanger.
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Business
Bites
City Deal
status is good
starting point
by Brian Wilson

OUT OF adversity comes
opportunity and Aberdeen is
in the driving seat, albeit for
unfortunate reasons, to secure
advantageous treatment in
response to the North Sea
downturn.
With a General Election looming and
all sorts of permutations spoken of,
there’s an open door to ask all political
parties the same question about
subsequent delivery.
It will be difficult for any of them to say
“no”.
The key option to emerge from the
North Sea summit convened by
Aberdeen City Council is the possibility
of gaining City Deal status. There is
much to commend that approach.
In 2012, the City Deal concept was
launched as a key initiative by the
coalition government. It involved
overdue recognition of our great cities
outside London as drivers of economic
growth.

Enhanced borrowing
powers promote
infrastructure spending
and unlock projects.
Cities are given more autonomy over
local taxation and spending – for
instance, on skills training and business
support. Enhanced borrowing powers
promote infrastructure spending and
unlock projects. Each deal is bespoke
to the specific local economy.
Eight English cities were in the first
round and another 20 have followed.
Meanwhile in Scotland, the exact

opposite trend has been developing,
with powers and decisions about
resource allocation gravitating towards
Edinburgh.
Glasgow was first to note what
was happening south of the border
and, last year, announced a City
Deal forged with Whitehall. More
than a little grudgingly, the Scottish
Government agreed to support the
initiative from devolved resources.
A condition of City Deals is to embrace
the hinterlands. So Aberdeen
has been working closely with
Aberdeenshire to assemble the nuts
and bolts of a bid which could bring
ongoing benefits to the whole region.
Civic leaders and officials can now
draw on a body of experience by
learning from English cities, as well as
Glasgow, about the possibilities and
pitfalls involved in turning City Deals
into practical benefits.

Brian Wilson is a journalist
and former Labour MP
who held five ministerial
posts including UK Energy
Minister. He is now a UK
Business Ambassador, and
chairman of Harris Tweed
Hebrides

Aberdeen has fared poorly at the
hands of Holyrood in the public
spending stakes because headline
figures appear to reflect a prosperous
area and, to some extent, this has been
true.
But like most headlines, such statistics
can be misleading.
With the whole region contemplating
a future in which the North Sea
plays a diminishing, if still critical
role, government at all levels should
recognise the major structural
challenges to address.
A City Deal would be as good a
starting point as any and this is the
appropriate time for Aberdeen to
press home the political opportunity.

This is the
first in a series
of monthly
columns by
Tony looking
at challenges
for North-east
business
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GSS cash to boost university appeal
A PROGRAMME which supports North-east youngsters from deprived
backgrounds pursue their higher education ambitions has been given a £50,000
boost by a local family business.
Development and investment company GSS Developments has donated the
money to Robert Gordon University’s widening participation initiative, ACCESS
RGU, which promotes greater uptake of higher education among groups which
are traditionally under-represented at university.
The money will enable RGU to sustain and expand the suite of S5 and S6 oncampus access programmes, which provide young people with opportunities to
gain hands-on experience and further their interest in a chosen subject area.

The Stevenson family - Lorraine,
George and Tim with city school
pupils

The programmes allow participants to experience learning and teaching in a
university environment, as well as benefit from tailored support from RGU’s Study
Skills and Access Unit.
Seventy-five school pupils participated in the 2013/14 pilot, and following the
funding donation from GSS Developments, which is owned by Mr George
Stevenson and his two sons Tim and Paul Stevenson, the programme will be
extended to a further 140 pupils across the region in 2014/15.

—
Keenan wastes no time
KEENAN Recycling, which is based at New Deer, has tripled its client list from 600
to 1,800 since the introduction of new food waste recycling regulations.
The company now collects more than 60,000 tonnes of waste a year.
To meet demand from clients, the firm, which specialises in turning food and
garden waste into BSI-accredited bulk organic fertilizer compost for agriculture
and horticulture use, has also invested millions of pounds in equipment to
strengthen its operations stretching from Stonehaven in the south to Tain in the
north.
The Waste (Scotland) Regulations came into effect on January 1, 2014 and require
businesses of all sizes producing more than 50kg of food waste per week to
separate it from landfill or they could face a fine.
Companies involved in the processing, distribution, preparation or sale of food also
have to recycle their food waste. By January 2016, any businesses producing more
than just 5kg of food waste per week will need to recycle it.

—
New Polish route
WIZZ Air, the largest low-cost airline in Central and Eastern Europe will launch new
scheduled service between Aberdeen and the Polish city of Gdansk on June 19.
The new route is the latest in a series of moves by the airline to reinforce its
position as the largest operator in Gdansk and the only direct flight between
Aberdeen and Poland.
Wizz Air’s Daniel de Carvalho said: “Aberdeen is the 107th airport in the WIZZ
network. We are delighted to fly to our 7th UK airport and 2nd Scottish airport
and look forward to carrying many passengers on our new Gdansk route.”
WIZZ Air
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Booking is now available for the twice weekly service at wizzair.com.

Expro wins Norwegian contract
INTERNATIONAL oilfield services company, Expro, has
secured a significant Europe Commonwealth of Independent
States contract, providing fully integrated well testing and
fluid sampling services for Statoil Petroleum AS in the
Norwegian Continental Shelf.
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The initial four-year contract is valued at $200million with
options to extend for a further six years.

—
Downhole opens in Saudi Arabia
DOWNHOLE Products, which is headquartered at
Portlethen, has opened a $5million manufacturing facility in a
key overseas location.
The company has created the 200,000 sq ft facility in
Dammam, Saudi Arabia in partnership with Energy Projects
Support Company (ENPRO), leading to the creation of 25
new jobs within the two organisations.

—
Canadian market in focus for R2S
RETURN To Scene Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of
SeaEnergy PLC together with its Canadian distributor NSB
Energy Inc., has been awarded its first Canadian contract
for the R2S photographic capture worth an estimated
US$800,000.
Return To Scene’s innovative R2S visual asset management
system provides high definition 360° spherical photography
– photographically capturing offshore oil and gas assets and
providing the user with a desk top visual, interactive, walk
around.

—
McHardy & Borland opens in Edinburgh
MCHARDY & Borland Group, which comprises McHardy
Financial (Independent Financial Advisors), and Borland
Insurance (Insurance Brokers), has opened a new office
in Rutland Square in Edinburgh city centre, as part of its
continued expansion.
The group, which has specialised in corporate and private
financial and insurance advice since 1987, expects to create
a number of employment opportunities later in the year, as
business growth continues.

—
Malaysian project
ENERGY industry specialist Zeta-pdm has secured a
contract worth more than £750,000 from MMC Oil and Gas
Engineering Sdn Bhd for a land-based project in Malaysia.
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by Sorcha Cameron

THE Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route has been a
long time coming. The first whisper of a bypass around
the city began way back in 1948, when the £1million cost
was deemed too expensive for a country recovering from
World War II. Sixty-seven years, £700million and a long,
torturous planning process later and the first work is
finally due to begin.

To Peterhead

Ellon

A90

2003

Jack McConnell, then First
Minister of Scotland, formally
announces plans to build a
bypass around Aberdeen.

Tipperty

2007

BALMEDIE
TO TIPERTY
(7.5 miles)

Newmacher

Following the public consultation,
the planned road is given
approval by Scottish ministers.
River Don
RoadSense challenges this
decision in the Court of Session
and they are met with another
rejection. They announce they will
To Inverurie
appeal.

July 2012

Bridge of Don
Dyce

A second legal challenge by
RoadSense is rejected. Transport
Minister Keith Brown said: “It is
hoped that the small number of
objectors opposed to the AWPR
will be willing to accept the
decision of the Court of Session, so
that we can get on and build the
road.”

Kingswells

October 2012

SOUTHERN LEG
(12 miles)
Bieldside

The Supreme Court makes a final
decision on the go-ahead for
AWPR and dismisses all further
legal challenges. Advance works
start and a final date of spring 2018
is announced for the opening of
the route.

Cults

Milltimer
River Dee

Charleston

June 2014

November 2014

Cleanhill

Portlethen

FASTLINK
(7 miles)

February 2015

February 2012
Blackdog

Peterculter

“Connect Roads”, now known
as Aberdeen Roads Limited, is
chosen as the preferred bidder to
deliver the project.

Balmedie

Goval

Westhill

RoadSense launch another appeal.
Robert Collier, chief executive of
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of
Commerce said the lack of a bypass
causes the city a loss of “tens of
millions of pounds a year”.

NORTHERN LEG
(10 miles)
A90

A947

2009- 2011

Target completion date is set for
2012. Opposition group RoadSense
gathers
Newburgh
Road 8,000 objections to the
plan and a formal public enquiry is
announced.

Newtonhill

Muchalls

First Minister Nicola Sturgeon cuts
first sod on Feb 16.

It is announced the road will be
finished ahead of schedule.
Cabinet Secretary for Infrastructure,
Investment and Cities Keith Brown
said: “Following the shortest
procurement processes for a contract
of this size and complexity - it has been
just 23 months since the contract was
put to the market - we have now been
able to also bring the completion date
forward to winter 2017.”
Junctions
Grade separated
junction
Grade separated half
junction with north
facing sliproads

Stonehaven

Grade seperated half
junctions with south
facing sliproads
At grade junction
(roundabout)
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Pushing the
frontiers
WITH almost half of Scotland’s oil and gas
business now in international sales, many SMEs
are looking to expand internationally.
Established by oil industry engineers Mark Clarke and Paul
Radcliffe in 1999, Frontier International is an SME which
operates across all major oil producing regions.

Mark Clarke and Paul Radcliffe
Frontier International

As with any major business decision, this hasn’t been
without its challenges; dealing with different cultures and
local compliance issues, gaining local registrations and
setting up local banking facilities – all fundamental to the
success of any overseas venture and all different in every
country.
Frontier has felt many benefits from its international
expansion, including improvements in turnover and gross
profit, expansion of the potential client base, challenging
assignments for staff, and a growth in additional in-house
skills - for example in relation to visa applications and
logistics.
Here are Frontier’s top tips for SMEs considering
international expansion:
Get travelling
“Right at the start, ensure that you’re familiar with the area
in which you plan to expand.
“It sounds obvious, but how much does your in-country
experience count for in the context of business set-up?
“Take advantage of trade mission opportunities arranged
by your local Chamber of Commerce – an ideal opportunity
to initially evaluate the market you are interested in.
“If the eventual decision is not to move into that market,
you’ll still have saved your business both time and money.”
Know what you are capable of creating
“There are three options when it comes to setting up an
international presence; representative office, branch office
or wholly-owned subsidiary.
“Frontier chose the last option.
“While a representative office does the job in terms of
business development, no real trading can be undertaken
from that office.
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“With the subsidiary option there are
no in-country trade restrictions and the
investment and presence are recognised
and felt far more by local government and
population.
“Don’t assume that all three options need
to be worked through during the process of
international expansion.
“If certain of the business benefits in a
particular area, there’s nothing to stop a
company from moving straight into setting
up a wholly-owned subsidiary, as we did.”
Know where to get advice
“UK governmental agencies (in UK and incountry), are the very best source of helpful
advice and practical assistance in the first
instance.
“There are many common threads in the
start-up process, but each country differs in
the details – as will the potential pitfalls.

“Every business wants repatriation of funds
to the UK to be a smooth process, ensuring
unnecessary tax liabilities aren’t incurred.
“Local and in-house financial expertise also
helps to negate any issues that arise.”
Try not to reinvent the wheel
“Seek advice from those who have been
through the process themselves.
“Just as AGCC and UKTI have helped
Frontier with helpful contacts in setting
up our overseas subsidiaries, we have
learned lessons and made useful in-country
contacts which we are more than happy
to share with companies looking to set up
overseas.”

“Take advantage
of trade mission
opportunities
arranged by your
local Chamber of
Commerce – an ideal
opportunity to initially
evaluate the market
you are interested in."
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“A branch office offers slightly more room
to trade, but ultimately does not offer
the same benefits as a wholly-owned
subsidiary.

Frontier International

Frontier International specialises in:
• international oil and gas resourcing
• recruiting for permanent staff
• professional contract personnel
• specialist consultants
• fully managed project teams

“Ensure you seek professional in-country
advisors from the word ‘go’ – in particular
for legal, accounting and local compliance
advice.
“In each case, our first port of call was
Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of
Commerce.
“Through AGCC, we were given an
introduction (either directly or through
UKTI) to an in-country solicitor, who then
introduced us to reliable accounting, tax
and local compliance advice services.
“AGCC and UKTI assisted in getting Frontier
in front of the right people.
“While there’s a cost attached to this
service, it’s the most efficient way we’ve
come across of making relevant contacts
and setting up relevant meetings during
start up – thus saving huge amounts of time
and potential frustrations.”
Don’t underestimate tax
“Tax regimes vary from country to country
more than you might think, and can be
punitive if correct processes are not
followed.
“We’ve learned that in-country tax advice is
particularly important from day one.
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Opinion
Jim Murphy
Jim Murphy
finds "steely
determination" in
the city
SCOTTISH Labour leader Jim Murphy visited
the Chamber to speak with members earlier
this year. Here, he reflects on the mood in the
city.
“At the beginning of this year Aberdeen found itself in the
news headlines as the effects of the collapse in the global
price of oil began to take effect.
My first visit of the New Year was to the Granite City for a
round of talks with Oil and Gas UK, Aberdeen City Council
and trades union representatives.
I had been briefed about the situation facing the oil industry
by Lewis Macdonald, one of Scottish Labour’s North-east
MSPs, who I appointed as our spokesperson on the energy
industry.
He accompanied me to the meetings and we were
both struck by the determination of the companies, the
councillors and the workers to make sure the industry was
maintained for the long term.
Aberdeen has lived through oil price shocks before but as
the announcements of the first job losses and the proposals
to cut wages started to emerge, it was clear to me that
action by the governments in London and Edinburgh was
required.
That’s why I asked both to attend the oil summit being
organised by Aberdeen City Council and why I also called
for the creation of a resilience fund.
What I had in mind was not an oil fund created by taking a
portion of oil taxation and putting it by for a rainy day but
a sum of money that an area suffering a large economic
shock could apply to use.
The comparison I made was with the closure of Ravenscraig
steel plant in Motherwell in the 1980s when thousands of
jobs were lost to the Lanarkshire economy.
If a resilience fund had been available at that time it
would have helped to offset some of the effects on local
businesses and could have helped to retrain many of those
who lost their jobs.
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As yet my proposal has not been taken up,
despite the fact the £10million I suggested
could be found from the SNP government’s
current Barnett consequentials.
My next visit to Aberdeen was with Labour’s
Shadow Chancellor, Ed Balls, who wanted
to see for himself what was happening in
the North-east. We both enjoyed our tour of
the Aberdeen harbour control tower.
My third trip included my visit to Aberdeen
& Grampian Chamber of Commerce where I
took part in a very enjoyable event.
As you’d expect from leading North-east
business people, the questions centred
on local conditions. Top of the list was
infrastructure investment and I have a lot of
sympathy for the views expressed.
Road, rail and air links to and from
Aberdeen are in need of improvement and
upgrading, something I’m committed to.
The north-east corner of Scotland has
made a major contribution to the Scottish
and UK economy and it is only right that
investment is made on connectivity to make
sure it continues to do so.
I was intrigued to hear about proposals to
introduce short haul flights from Aberdeen
to Glasgow and Edinburgh, and the plans
to upgrade the Aberdeen Exhibition and
Conference Centre.
During my visit to the harbour tower, I was
also intrigued to hear about the proposals
to build a new harbour to accommodate the
ever larger vessels that want to use the port.

I then returned to Aberdeen for the oil
summit and listened as the First Minister
Nicola Sturgeon and Scottish Secretary
Alistair Carmichael outlined the steps they
were planning to take to support the oil
industry in its hour of need.
My own impression was that things could
and should have been moving a bit quicker
and that the UK Government in particular
should have come to the summit to
announce what tax changes they plan to
take instead of dangling the promise that
Chancellor George Osborne was poised to
do something.
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“Aberdeen has
lived through
oil price shocks
before but as the
announcements of
the first job losses
and the proposals
to cut wages
started to emerge,
it was clear to
me that action by
the governments
in London and
Edinburgh was
required.”
Jim Murphy

After five visits in quick succession my
overriding impression of Aberdeen is that
while there are concerns about the current
situation caused by the low oil price,
there is a steely determination to make
sure that local business and commerce
can overcome any adversity and with the
help of planned infrastructure investment
continue to ensure the Granite City will play
an important role in the economic growth
of Scotland and the UK.
One of the highlights of my visits was a trip
to Pittodrie, where I was able to don my
football kit and have a run on the pitch.
I also bumped into the Dons manager Derek
McInnes, but despite my best efforts there
was no offer of a contract, much to the
amusement of the assembled media.
Back to the day job. That's more than
enough to keep me busy.
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Policy
Update
THE Chamber has submitted
a response to the Scottish
Government consultation on
land reform and has called
for changes to be made to
the proposed Bill before it
proceeds through the Scottish
Parliament.
The consultation proposed plans to
legislate on a number of measures
aimed at achieving "a fairer and
more equitable distribution of land in
Scotland".

According to the Scottish
Government, 432 private
land owners own over
50% of the private land in
rural Scotland
Proposals include the creation of a
Scottish Land Reform Commission,
the ability of Scottish Government
ministers to take action against
landowners who pose a "barrier" to
development, and measures to make
information on who owns land and its
value more readily available.
Following discussion with members
across the region and the property
steering group, the Chamber
submitted a response highlighting
that the vast majority of landowners
sought to manage their land in a

positive way and were not a barrier to
development. The Chamber also asked
that proposals to allow government
ministers to intervene in land disputes
be removed from the proposed Bill.
The response is available to view on
the Chamber website.
City council publishes draft local
transport strategy
The Chamber is calling for members
to make their views known in relation
to the draft Local Transport Strategy
which was published by Aberdeen
City Council last month.
The strategy sets out the policies
and interventions supported by the
council to guide the planning and
improvement of the transport network
in the city over the next five years.
Plans supported in the draft strategy
include the development of Aberdeen
Harbour, improvements to the rail
network between Aberdeen and
other Scottish cities, improvements
to the Haudagain roundabout and
improvements to the local road
network between the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route and city
centre.

Chamber members have
highlighted the needs of
the North-east with First
Minister
The support the North-east
needs to continue to driving
the North-east economy was
the main item on the agenda
when Chamber members
met with First Minister Nicola
Sturgeon on February 17.
The member engagement
event was the latest in the
Chamber’s Meet the Leader
series, where Chamber
members and high-profile
politicians are brought together
to debate the future of the
region.
Please contact the Chamber
team on info@agcc.co.uk for
information about future events
in this series.

Members with
feedback
Contact policy executive
Rachel Elliott at
rachel.elliott@agcc.co.uk

Tweet your views
@chambertalk
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Business lessons
I’ve learned

What makes your company and what you do unique?
Lots of people say they’re focused on providing the best personal service for
clients but our feedback from those we’ve looked after shows that we really do it.
There are many firms where it’s all about the numbers. I want our reputation to
be all about great service because I always believe you should do the very best
you can for people. The team has real excitement for our clients’ successes and
I believe The Law Practice does law and estate agency differently. Whilst we’re
scrupulously professional, we don’t take ourselves too seriously. It’s the perfect
balance and I think we’re unique in Aberdeen.

Margaret Waldron
Principal Solicitor, The Law Practice

The Law Practice fuses trusted,
traditional values with a fresh,
energetic approach that
encompasses real excitement
for clients’ successes, a strictly
optional attitude to stuffy suits
and a big love of ‘Cake Friday’.
The small but perfectly formed
team specialises in residential
property sales and purchases,
estate agency, residential leasing,
re-mortgages, transfer of titles,
executory transactions, wills and
power of attorney, matrimonial
conveyancing and notarising.
Principal solicitor Margaret
Waldron founded The Law Practice
in 2005.

What is the most unusual piece of business your
company has won?
I was asked to develop a Standard Security; a mortgage deed, for an overseas
bank to use in Scotland. They’d previously only dealt with English mortgages,
supported by hugely high powered commercial lawyers. When they contacted
The Law Practice, through a connection, to take on this piece of work it was a
huge, unusual, privilege.

What is the toughest lesson you have learned in
business?
Learning to separate your business head and your emotional personality. I’ve
had to make decisions for The Law Practice that don’t sit so well with my
personal emotions. But I must remind myself that as a business owner I can’t let
my heart rule my head.

If you could change one thing in terms of your
business environment what would it be and why?
Buying a property is one of life’s biggest stressors and anything we can do to
alleviate this for clients is great. So, I’d change the way mortgages are agreed
with banks. I’d love to find some way of streamlining and speeding up the
process so that clients could get more certainty early on.

Which of your company values means most to you?
The one thing that means more than anything else is our client care. I’d forgive
my team for any errors they make; big or small, because mistakes happen. But
to know someone made a client feel as if we weren’t interested would be the
ultimate disappointment. Fortunately I’m completely confident that this won’t
happen with my fabulous team!
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WHO IS GOING PLACES IN
THE REGION?

What is the biggest barrier to growth for your
business at this moment?
Like many businesses, I’d have to say competition. The Aberdeen property
market has a reputation for being lucrative so national companies are moving
in and there’s a new sort of competition with online systems. To compete it’s
essential to be slick, modern and think about different avenues from which to
draw in business. And there’s always a place for good service, personal contact
and people knowing you care. Not everyone wants to just press a button and
get a product from the internet. Buying a property is one of the most important
purchases in life. People like buying from people.

What is the ultimate vision for your company?
I won’t be working forever and, eventually, will gradually have to bow out. My
dream is to have like-minded people step in and continue the brand I’m building.
Of course, growth is always important too and I want to see The Law Practice
develop into an even greater brand; a tangible package that underpins the
philosophy I set out with. The best bit is to see people go on a journey and, at
the end of it, have them say “you’ve helped me so much – and it’s not about the
law. It’s the fact you listened.”

"Lots of people say
they’re focused on
providing the best
personal service for
clients but our feedback
from those we’ve
looked after shows that
we really do it."
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On the move, page 40

Margaret Waldron

How has being a member of the Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce helped your company?
We’re just in month three of our membership but it’s already made a great
difference in providing a varied foundation for our training and networking
calendar for the year ahead, not just for me but for my whole team. I’m excited
to get involved!

What would you like to do when you retire?
I want to use the time to see more places, whether in Scotland or more exotic
destinations. I’d love to invest in a motor home, get up on a Monday morning
and pick somewhere on the map to head to. The freedom and flexibility to head
off on a whim would be incredible.

April
Focus on skills
—
First Minister Nicola Sturgeon
gives her thoughts on North-east
business
—
Rejuvenating traditional crafts at
Glentanar
—
Calling all entrepreneurs - take the
Elevator up
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Northern Star
Business Awards
by Amy Guyan
THE Northern Star Business Awards 2015 begin
their search for the top businesses in the Northeast this month.
Nominations for the event are open to companies with an AB
postcode for six weeks from Wednesday March 11, closing on
Friday April 24.
The occasion gives you a chance to portray your business to
the rest of the Chamber network and the media and provides
a great opportunity of gathering publicity for your business’s
hard work and commitment.
The award ceremony gives both nominees and winners the
ability to bring their businesses to the attention of others in
the North-east. This springboard can be the networking that
helps many companies develop to become great businesses.
An exciting night of entertainment is expected. Last
year, around 800 people attended the gala dinner for the
ceremony and the achievements of all the finalists and the
award winners were celebrated.
This year marks the 12th annual awards and the event is firmly
established as a premier date in the region’s business calendar.
To be nominated and a potential finalist for the event is a
compliment to your business and to be acknowledged in
such a competitive economy is a gratifying feature of being a
member of the Chamber.
Membership director at the chamber Liam Smyth said:
“The Northern Star Business Awards are a highpoint for the
Chamber giving North-east businesses from every sector
the opportunity to showcase and celebrate their success and
achievements.
“Nominating your company is the first step in the process,
and competition for a finalist spot is always high. The award
categories attract interest from every sector of the business
community.”
Categories available for nomination are: Achievement
in International Business; Best Campaign of the Year;
Commitment to People Development; Excellence in Customer
Service; Excellence in Health and Safety; Outstanding
Contribution to Society; Outstanding Contribution to the
Energy Sector; Overall Business of the Year; Rising Star;
Student Placement; the Business Diversity Award and the
Green Award.
The prestigious business awards offer unrivalled branding and
sponsorship opportunities, including months of profile before
the event, at the ceremony itself and after the event.
The event will take place September 24, 2015 at the AECC
GE Oil and Gas Arena, in Bridge of Don. For information
regarding nominating your company, attendance or
sponsorship, please visit www.northernstarawards.co.uk, or
follow the Chamber events Twitter feed on @AGCCevents
#NSBA.
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Motive puts the S in safety
A NORTH-EAST marine equipment specialist has become one of the first
companies to adopt a new safety scheme, following a six-figure investment.
Motive Offshore, which is headquartered in Boyndie, near Banff, in
Aberdeenshire, has implemented a new safety and lean production scheme
called 6S, to improve efficiency and safety in the work environment.
The firm, which was established in 2010 by James Gregg, Dave Acton and Bob
Smit, will utilise the Japanese developed lean manufacturing process to improve
standard operational practices and ensure efficient and safe ways of working
throughout the organisation.
The 6S programme comprises of six different phases including, sort, straighten,
sweep, standardise, sustain and the new element safety, which is currently
being deployed across the company’s three bases in Boyndie, Aberdeen and
Stavanger in Norway, through comprehensive on-site training for employees.
Chief operating officer of Motive Offshore, Dave Acton said: “We have grown
significantly in the last four years and it has been vital to promote and develop
a strong safety culture to protect the welfare of our employees and clients. We
have been very focused on helping our employees to work responsibly and in
the safest possible manner, and the 6S programme will play a key role in this."

Dave Acton
Chief operating officer of Motive
Offshore

Maersk drilling
simulator opens

Rental move for
ITC Hydraulics

Caber Coffee
on the up

MAERSK Training has opened
an advanced offshore drilling
simulation and well control
training facility in Kingswells,
Aberdeen.

ITC Hydraulics has invested more
than £200,000 in a new rental
division.

CABER Coffee has secured work
which will bring in £1million of
additional sales over the next
three years.

The purpose-built facility is
equipped with state-of-the-art
simulators designed to immerse
participants in demanding
scenarios, with no risk, to learn
valuable skills to keep them and
their colleagues safe in the real
world.
Powered by computer-generated
graphics, multiple screens, real
life sounds, motion platforms
and sensors, students can be put
through routine exercises and
engineered crisis situations.

The company will now take the
entire process in-house having
previously sub-contracted various
aspects of its rental work.
The rental range, which is to
include a wide selection of
equipment including both zoned
and safe area hydraulic power
units and hot oil flushing units,
will dovetail with the company’s
ability to service and maintain
all types of hydraulic and
mechanical units across a range
of industries.

The total has been generated
thanks to a range of contracts
with new clients in the oil and
gas and retail and leisure sectors,
as well as the contract catering
industry where Caber Coffee
has experienced recent notable
growth.
Caber Coffee is a 27-year-old,
family run enterprise which
currently employs 13 people,
and recently appointed another
engineer to add to the locallybased team.
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Hot
Topic

DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION
YOU'D LIKE TO SHARE?
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

How do you get
to work and why?
"AS ONE of the many who commute a distance into Aberdeen (around 76 miles) I have
little option but to drive into the city. Combine the distance with the fact that I live in rural
Perthshire, means the commute purely by public transport would extend to almost four
hours compared to 1 hour 30 minutes by car.
“The cost of public transport is also a downside – a day’s travel could cost up to £40 with
car fuel cost around £18.
“Despite this I have always felt that I should use public transport – I have no doubt you do
arrive at work more relaxed and ready to go!”

Craig Stevenson,

Bon Accord & St Nicholas
Centre manager

"THEY say that commuting can cause stress, although it’s not something I relate to. My
daily commute to Bridge of Don is under 20 minutes.
“I witness a lot of people battling against the daily pain of travelling into the city centre;
meanwhile I keep moving along with my easy journey heading against the flow towards
Aberdeen Energy Park. I drive straight into a parking space and start my working day
feeling fresh and relaxed.
“I like the flexibility of driving and, as the parks cover more than 150 acres over two sites and
are home to around 80 companies, I also need to use my car during the day.

Fiona Alsop,

Parks director, Aberdeen
Energy & Innovation Parks

“I’m looking forward to the third Don crossing opening, which will shave a few more
minutes off my commute and will be handy when I’m visiting occupiers at the Innovation
Park, just off Balgownie Road."

"I’M A keen cyclist (I completed Lands End to John O'Groats for charity in 2012) and living
just a mile and a half from our city centre office, cycling is a good option for me with scenic
routes through the Duthie Park or along the Deeside Railway line.
“It can be less stressful than driving and because it isn't too physically demanding, I arrive at
work in a good frame of mind to start the day.
“When meetings are held locally I'm able to cycle or walk too but usually they're further afield
so more often than not I need my car.

Neil Clapperton,

Partner,
Maclay Murray & Spens LLP
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“While there is a cycle to work salary sacrifice scheme, employers can offer staff to promote
this mode of transport, Aberdeen does need to invest more in safe cycle routes and perhaps
adopt the Dutch approach where cyclists and walkers are put first."

Has your business got style?
THE North-east of Scotland’s most stylish companies are
being urged to put themselves forward for the 2015 Life
with Style Awards.
“The Life with Style Awards are all about excellence in the
areas that contribute to the quality of life people enjoy in
the North-east,” explained Karen Molloy, one of the head
judges.
“It might be a great hairdresser, the best place to have a
cocktail, a fabulous restaurant or a heavenly hotel – the Life
with Style Awards celebrate the best lifestyle businesses
throughout Aberdeen City and Shire.”
This year, there are sixteen awards up for grabs, in
fourteen categories. Entry details are available on www.
trendmagazine.co.uk with entries open until Wednesday
March 25.
An independent panel of judges headed up by Karen
Molloy, Thorpe Molloy and Ken Massie, VisitScotland, selects
the finalists and winners in each category.
A celebratory evening is held for finalists on Wednesday
May 20, followed by the awards ceremony, which will be
held on Thursday June 18 at the Ardoe House Hotel and
Spa.

—
RGU promotions

This
month in
tweets...
RedEvo
@RevEvo

Fred MacAulay telling a great
motivational story at the
@AGCCevents. Entertaining,
interesting, all boxes ticked.
Superb. #agcc
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Member
News

Genoa Black
@GenoaBlack

Looking forward to attending
@chambertalk Maximise Your
Membership today! #wellconnected
#thesnowdoesntputusoff
chambertalk
@chambertalk

Thank you @PlacementOffice
for fab student journos Amy &
Sorcha - really impressed so far @
RobertGordonUni

Robert Gordon University has announced its annual
Professorship and Reader awards.
The awards recognise the considerable contribution that
the various academics have made to the university’s
scholarship, education and research, as well as their
efforts in enhancing its reputation and developing RGU’s
commercial engagement with business and industry.
The awards are:
Professors: Dr Simon Burnett – RGU’s Research Institute
for Management Governance & Society ; Dr Lesley Diack –
RGU’s School of Pharmacy and Life Sciences
Readers: Dr Giovanna Bermano – RGU’s Institute for Health
and Wellbeing Research ; Dr Andrew Lamb – RGU’s School
of Pharmacy and Life Sciences; Dr Kay Cooper – RGU’s
School of Health Sciences
Professor Ferdinand von Prondzynski, principal of RGU,
comments: “These promotions reflect the very considerable
contribution that our colleagues have made to the
university, each in their own way. Through their work the
reputation of the university is greatly enhanced."

Join the coversation
@chambertalk
@AGCCevents
@AGCCtraining
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Training
Calendar
March
Date

Course

18
Wed

HM Revenue and Customs END Use Awareness 1/2 day
Take advantage of the Shipwork End Use (END) system - navigate the rules

18
Wed

Negotiate and Influence
Tactics, the skills of persuasion necessary for success

19
Thu

Mediation Workshop
Learn within a legal context and practice mediation techniques

19
Thu

Understanding Oil & Gas Industry 1/2 day
Gain a greater understanding of how the industry is structured and operates

20
Fri

Absence Management
Best practice to protect all parties

24
Tue

Building Effective Teams
Team dynamics, leadership and group problem-solving, develop morale

24
Tue

Export Documentation Explained
Understand what is involved in documentation - save time and money

25
Wed

Sales and Account Management
Techniques for achieving your account goals and objectives

25
Wed

Finance for Projects
Robustly budget for and defend contingency costs

25
Wed

Essential Management Skills (2 days)
New managers or managers who need to refresh or develop their skills

April
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Date

Course

1
Wed

Inductions - Getting It Right
Maximise effectiveness for both the organisation and new employee

2
Thu

Advanced Reception Skills
Confidence in dealing with all types of situations

7
Tue

Introduction to Budgeting and Planning
Effective financial planning through budgetary control contributions to
achieving strategic objectives

9
Thu

Your Letter of Credit and Getting Paid
Make sure your letter of credit is not rejected due to discrepancies

14
Tue

Introduction to Import Rules
When things go wrong, sorting them out can be difficult and expensive. Avoid
the most obvious pitfalls

15
Wed

Time Management
‘Get your act together’

16
Thu

Project Management - The Basics
Understand the typical life cycle of a project, the role of the manager and team

17
Fri

Coaching Skills for Managers
Develop a coaching mind-set and the critical skills to develop competence and
confidence

New training
programme
Investors in People Scotland
are delighted to announce
their partnership with
Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce
with the launch of a brand
new management training
programme. This specialist
programme of training is for
business leaders and senior
managers.
For more information
Susan Staniforth
T 01224 343917
E susan.staniforth@agcc.co.uk
—

Vocational
Qualifications

Scottish Vocational
qualifications are based on
standards of work-based
competence, designed
by Sector Skills Council in
partnership with industry
and awarding bodies. There
are no tests or exams,
competence is assessed
in the candidates own
workplace.

For a full list
of courses
and dates
www.agcc.co.uk

March
Date

Event

Time

6
Fri

Masterplan in the Making
Norwood Hall, Aberdeen

7am - 9am

11
Wed

Northern Star Business Awards
Nominations open

9am

12
Thu

Women Mean Business
Ardoe House Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

18
Wed

Speed Networking
Rye & Soda, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

19
Thu

Budget 2015: The Morning After
Ardoe House Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

7am - 9am

27
Fri

Vocational Qualification Awards Ceremony
AGCC, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

30
Mon

Gerald Ratner On Leadership
AGCC, Aberdeen

6pm - 9pm

31
Tue

Shire Connections - Energy
Holiday Inn Westhill, Aberdeenshire

11.45am - 2pm

Date

Event

Time

21
Tue

Improving efficiency in your business
Thainstone House Hotel, Aberdeenshire

11.45am - 2pm

22
Wed

Networking at the Races
Perth Racecourse, Perth

12pm - 5pm

27
Mon

Vanguard Dinner (By Invitation Only)
Norwood Hall Hotel, Aberdeen

6pm - 9.30pm

April

BOOK
NOW

EVENTS CALENDAR | MARCH 2015

Events
Calendar

www.agcc.co.uk/
book

On Leadership

Gerald Ratner
DATE: Mon March 30, 2015
TIME: 6pm – 9pm
VENUE: Ardoe House Hotel &
Spa, Aberdeen
In 1991 Gerald Ratner was booked
to make what should have been an
everyday speech at the Institute of
Directors.
Gerald Ratner will give his side of the
story, informing delegates about how
he wiped £500M off the value of his
own company virtually overnight.
Sponsored by

Thanks to our sponsors

For ALL your print
and promotional
requirements
Litho Print

|

Digital Print

Hareness Road, Altens Industrial Estate,
Aberdeen AB12 3LE

T: 01224 875987
E: info@compassprint.co.uk
www.compassprint.co.uk
|

Signs & Labels

|

Exhibition & Display

|

Promotional Gifts
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On the
move

Olav Fjell

David Gow and Keith Mackie

Anne Alexander

AGR has appointed Olav
Fjell as its chairman of the
board of directors following
the acquisition by the
European private equity firm
Silverfleet Capital in 2014.

Acumen Financial Planning has appointed two senior
members of staff to its board of directors.

Ledingham Chalmers
has created a new senior
position in its residential
property and leasing
department.

Olav has significant
leadership experience in
the financial and oil and gas
industries including leading
Statoil as chief executive
officer from 1999 – 2003.

Keith Mackie and David Gow, based in Aberdeen and
Edinburgh respectively, bring a significant amount of
experience in both management and financial planning to
the company.
Keith Mackie, based between the Peterhead and Aberdeen
offices, has nearly 30 years’ experience in financial services,
10 of them with Acumen Financial Planning.
David Gow has been with the team for eight years.

In the role, Anne will be
responsible for enhancing
the services offered to
clients and developing
business operations.

Graham Morgan and Andy Campbell

Tristan Wolfe, Jill Adams and Garry McCraw

Elevator, formerly Enterprise North East Trust, has appointed
Graham Morgan to the new role of deputy chief executive.

Sureclean, which provides specialised maintenance and
waste management services, has expanded its business
development team.

He was previously director of corporate development. Andy
Campbell has been appointed Elevator Programme project
manager.
The company recently launched the new £1million centre of
entrepreneurship in The Hub on the city’s Energy Park at the
Bridge of Don, along with its Elevator Programme.
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Anne Alexander has joined
as the department’s delivery
and services manager.

Garry McCraw, who is based in the Sureclean Oldmeldrum
office, has joined the senior management team as business
development manager.
Tristan Wolfe has also joined Sureclean as sales account
manager and Jill Adams is now leading its domestic services
markets and is based in their Alness office servicing clients
throughout the Highlands and Islands.

ARE YOU ON THE MOVE?
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Let us know at
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Paul Smith

Steve Nicol

Tony Stead

Chris Clark

Integrated communications
agency Citrus:Mix has
promoted Paul Smith to
managing director as it
prepares for the next phase
in its development.

Steve Nicol has been
appointed as chief financial
officer of Wood Group PSN.
He was previously CFO of
WGPSN’s UK operations.

Upstream company
Universal Pegasus
International (UPI) has
appointed Tony Stead as
business development
manager in London to focus
on international business.

Chris Clark has assumed
responsibility for the Thorpe
Molloy Accountancy
and finance permanent
placement team.

He succeeds Morven
Mackenzie who remains with
the firm in a strategic role
and as a major shareholder
and board member.

He succeeds David Kemp
who will take up the post
of CFO of Wood Group
following the retirement of
Alan Semple in May.

Tony was formerly with
Lloyd’s Register as the
compliance business
development manager for
Africa.

He will personally focus on
senior finance placements
and work closely with
managing director and
executive selection specialist,
Amanda McCulloch.

Bernadette Oxley

Eddie Moore

Melanie Reid

Rita Valiukaite

Aberdeen City Council has
appointed Bernadette Oxley
as head of children’s social
work / chief social work
officer.

Motive Offshore, which is
headquartered in Boyndie,
near Banff, has promoted
Eddie Moore to head of sales
at its Norway office, just over
a year after launching in the
region.

LUX Assure, specialists
in innovative oil and gas
corrosion technologies, has
appointed Melanie Reid as
its product line manager
for its chemical monitoring
technology, CoMic™.

Rita Valiukaite has
joined AM-PM Serviced
Apartments as apartments
and leasing co-ordinator.

Eddie will be responsible
for driving sales activity and
developing Motive’s client
base and the brand identity
in Norway.

Melanie has joined LUX
Assure in Aberdeen and will
support sales of CoMic™, as
well as acting as a technical
advisor to potential and
existing clients.

She is currently regional
head of service for the North
West and Cumbria at the
NSPCC, a post she has held
for three and a half years.

She has in-depth experience
of the hospitality industry
gained from a variety of
roles both in Scotland and in
her native Lithuania.
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On the
move

Rod Andean, James Murphy and James Presly

Andrew Jones

John Rider

Aberdeen and Northern (Estates) Limited has appointed
James Presly and Rod Andean as associates.

Weber Shandwick has
appointed Andrew Jones
to a newly created role in
Scotland as senior vice
president.

Deep Casing Tools has
opened a branch office
in the Jebel Ali Free Zone
(JAFZA) area in the United
Arab Emirates.

Based in Aberdeen, Andrew
will primarily be responsible
for delivering senior level
client counsel, managing
emergency response and
crisis management and
further developing the firm’s
media training capabilities.

To support this growth, a
new post has been created
and John Rider has been
appointed as vice president,
Middle East and Asia Pacific,
based in UAE. John has
previously worked in the
UAE, USA, Caspian, Russia
UK and Africa.

James joined the Estates team as a trainee surveyor in May
2007 and Rod joined the Estates team in February 2014
having worked in the rural property market for almost six
years.
Rod and James are pictured above with James Murphy head
of estates.

Cara Lewis

Chris Horrocks

Kenny Anderson

Tracy Nicholls

Through water
communication and
positioning technology
company Nautronix has
appointed Cara Lewis as
marketing manager.

Chris Horrocks has been
appointed communications
director by Mearns & Gill.

CLAN Cancer Support
has announced a number
of changes to its board of
directors.

Borland Insurance has
appointed Tracy Nicholls
as private client insurance
account executive.

Kenny Anderson has been
appointed as the charity’s
new chairman. He takes over
from Robbie Duncan.

Tracy has 20 years of
experience having previously
worked at various large
insurance broking firms in
Edinburgh and Fife.

Cara has been with the
company for two years
as senior marketing
co-ordinator, and will be
responsible for managing
Nautronix’s branding and
marketing strategy.
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Chris is an experienced
PR consultant and former
police officer specialising in
crisis communications and
emergency response media
training.
He previously worked for
a PR and media relations
consultancy in Salford.

Robbie Duncan will remain
with the charity in a past
chairman role, with Andrew
Spence joining Gregory
Poon as CLAN’s second
vice-chair.

She will be responsible
for the continued growth
of Borland’s private client
operations in Edinburgh,
Fife, Aberdeen and the
Central Belt.

ARE YOU ON THE MOVE?

Maggie's welcomes
new board member

Enda Logan

Maureen Douglas

Peter Craigmyle

THE chief executive of The
Fifth Business has been
appointed as a visiting
professor at Robert Gordon
University’s Aberdeen
Business School (ABS).

MAUREEN Douglas, group
HR director of Brechinbased roofing and solar PV
business, Forster Group,
has been appointed to the
new Construction Industry
Training Board. The board
works with businesses
and employers across the
country to address the skills
challenges faced within the
sector.

Insurance professional Peter
Craigmyle has joined the
commercial division of H&R
Insurance Services.

Enda Logan, who cofounded the full service
international change
communications agency 20
years ago, will deliver regular
lectures to Communications,
Marketing and Media
students at ABS.

Dave spearheaded
WGPSN’s drive to support
the Monty’s Maggie’s
Appeal to raise £3million to
build and help run Maggie’s
Aberdeen.
The fundraising efforts
of WGPSN employees
generated £200,000 for
the appeal, which was led
by Maggie’s, the Elizabeth
Montgomery Foundation
and the Press and Journal.
Since Maggie’s Aberdeen
opened its doors in
September 2013, WGPSN
has continued to help
raise the funds needed by
the Centre to deliver vital
support to people affected
by cancer.

Colin Cumming

Dr Susan Duthie

Michael Bate

Kore Solutions has
appointed Colin Cumming
as business manager for
technology solutions.

Dr Susan Duthie has been
appointed associate head of
school of pharmacy and life
sciences at Robert Gordon
University.

Michael Bates has been
appointed as development
officer of the Scottish
Seafood Association.

He will report to Duncan
Booth, managing director
of the Aberdeenshirebased company, and
will be responsible for
the management of all
technology solutions, from
first contact through to
project completion.

DAVE Stewart, UK
Managing Director of Wood
Group PSN (WGPSN),
has joined the Aberdeen
board of Maggie’s, the
charity which provides free
practical, emotional and
social support for people
with cancer and their family
and friends.

NO THE MOVE | MARCH 2015

Let us know at business.
bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Susan joined RGU in
September 2014 from The
Rowett Research Institute
of Nutrition and Health at
the University of Aberdeen
where she worked as a
principal research scientist.
She succeeds Professor
Andrew Morrison who
retired in August 2014.

He has more than 30 years’
experience in the seafood
industry and will provide
members with guidance
and advice, promoting
the seafood industry to
other industry stakeholders
and consumers, as well as
promoting the opportunities
of working in the processing
sector.

Built in the grounds of
Aberdeen Royal Infirmary,
Maggie’s Aberdeen at the
Elizabeth Montgomery
Building is a warm and
welcoming place where
qualified professionals
are on hand to offer an
evidence-based core
programme of support that
has been shown to improve
physical and emotional
wellbeing.
Maggie’s relies on voluntary
donations to support and
grow its network of centres
and to develop its unique,
high quality programme of
support.
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New
Members
Acanthus Architects

Doig + Smith

Architectural practice

Quantity surveyors, building surveyors,

Spence Mill
83 Gordon Street		
Huntly
AB54 8ES

construction cost managers, project managers

T 01466 793400
W www.aadf.co.uk
E info@douglas-forrest.co.uk
C Douglas Forrest - Associate/Architect

_

British Business Mexico

British Business Mexico assists UK companies to
enter the Mexican market

Andres Bello 10 Col, Polanco
Miguel Hidalgo		
11560
T 02072 044869
E paula@abyssmarketing.co.uk
C Patricia Simpson - Director

_

Carers Scotland

Charity supporting carers

The Cottage
21 Pearce Street
Govan, Glasgow
G51 3UT
T 01414 453070
W www.carerscotland.org
E sue.mclintock@carerscotland.org

C Sue McLintock - Senior Policy
Officer, Employers Kitemark

_

Diamond Cooper
Diamond Cooper is an oil industry focussed
executive search company

Units 1-4, Netherton Business Centre
Fetternear
Kemnay
Aberdeenshire
AB51 5LX
T 01467 641205
W www.diamondcooper.co.uk
E aberdeen@diamondcooper.co.uk
C Michael Diamond - Managing Partner
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and CDM co-ordinators

Pursers House
Blaikies Quay
Aberdeen		
AB11 5PB
T 01224 589560
W www.doigandsmith.co.uk
E dyorkston@doigandsmith.co.uk
C David Yorkston - Associate

_

FWB Park Brown Limited
Executive Search Consulting

46B Queens Road		
Aberdeen
AB15 4YE
T 01224 633866
W www.parkbrowninternational.com
E sc@parkbrownintl.com
C Stuart Cochrane - Managing Director

_

Jackie Headland Training &
Coaching Consultancy
Management Development, Coaching and
Mentoring

61 Gordon Place
Bridge of Don		
Aberdeen
AB23 8RB
T 01224 706358
W www.jackieheadland.com
E jackie@jackieheadland.com
C Jackie Headland - Owner

_

Maxtube Limited
Customers deliver their tubulars to Maxtube for
process

Glendaveny
Thunderton Industrial Estate
Peterhead
Aberdeenshire
AB42 3EB
T 01779 873112
W www.maxtube.com
E michelle.mccallum@maxtube.com
C Michelle McCallum - Admin & HSE Support

Mellis Media

We're audio experts, making your voice heard.
Beautifully crafted influential and creative audio
to motivate and inform

The Old Bakery
North Deeside Road
Kincardine ONeil
Aboyne
AB34 5AA
T 01339 884007
W www.mellismedia.com
E john@mellismedia.com
C John Mellis - Director

_

Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd

Northgate Vehicle Hire is the largest LCV
provider in the UK with a network of over 70
branches and a total fleet size of over 55,000
vehicles

Unit 3B, Tyseal Base
Craigshaw Crescent
West Tullos Industrail Estate
Aberdeen
AB12 3AW
T 01224 216540
W www.northgatevehiclehire.co.uk
E chris.dennis@northgatevehiclehire.co.uk
C Chris Dennis - New Business Manager

_

NSW Technology Ltd

Subsidiary company of NSW gmbH which is a
manufacturer of subsea umbilicals & cables

Unit G8
The Enterprise Centre
Exploration Drive
Aberdeen
AB23 8GX
T 01224 339880
W www.nsw.com
E scott.garden@nsw.com
C Scott Garden - Senior Sales Manager

Manufacturers and suppliers of a wide range of
fasteners for petrochemical and engineering
industries

Minto Drive
Altens Industrial Estate		
Aberdeen
AB12 3LW
T 01224 241406
E neil.edmonstone@prosper-fasteners.com
C Neil Edmonstone - Account Manager

_

Revolution Aberdeen
Bar/Restaurant

Revolution Bar
25 Belmont Street
Aberdeen		
AB10 1JS
T 01224 645475
W www.revolution-bars.co.uk/aberdeen
E revolution@revaberdeen.fsbusiness.co.uk
C Carol Wright - Sales and Events Manager

_

RigQuip Drilling Services Ltd

Repair & Overhaul of Oilfield Drilling Equipment
and Supply of Parts & Equipment

Unit 2 Kirkton Avenue
Pitmedden Industrial Estate
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 0BF
T 01224 214140
W www.rigquip.co.uk
E smcewen@rigquip.co.uk
C Steven McEwen - Buyer

Scantech Offshore

Scantech Offshore is the leading provider of
air compressors, steam generators, rig cooling
deluge equipment and qualified personnel for
the global well testing market sector

Unit 4 Fisher Offshore Base
North Meadows
Oldmeldrum
Aberdeenshire
AB51 0GQ
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Prosper Fasteners & Fixings Ltd

T 01651 871440
W www.scantechoffshore.com
E jennastewart@scantechoffshore.com
C Jenna Stewart - Logistics Coordinator

_

The Law Practice

We’re not your run of the mill solicitors firm - our
trusted, traditional values are fused with a fresh,
energetic approach that encompasses real
excitement for our clients’ successes, a strictly
optional attitude to stuffy suits and a big love of
Cake Friday

99 - 105 Holburn Street
Aberdeen
AB10 6BQ
T 01224 562870
W www.thelawpractice.org
E info@thelawpractice.org
C Claire McBain – Property &
Marketing Consultant

_

UK Export Finance

Government department that supports financing
of UK exports and investments across the world

1 Horse Guards Road		
London		
SW1A 2HQ
T 02072 718010
W www.gov.uk/uk-export-finance
E Carlos.Guallart@ukef.gsi.gov.uk
C Carlos Guallart - Export Finance
Advisor

Welcome
to the Chamber
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Jim Murphy visits the Chamber, Jan 23
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